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INTRODUCTION

A variable frequency induced polarization survey, 

using the MoPhar Model 650 equipment was carried out 

for Kennco Explorations (Canada) Limited on the Nipissing rm
Copper Examination in June, 1969. StlG grids were surveyed; 

the Murray Creek grid located between Murray Lake and Murray 

Creek, and the Main grid located east of Hud lake; both 

located in Janes Township. A single line was also surveyed 

in Davis Township south of Murray Lake on Claim S-144135.

The survey area is located 30 miles north-east of 

Sudbury, Ontario. It is accessible by Lumber raod from 

provincial highway 805.

The purpose of this survey was to located sulphide zones 

which might prove to be base metal deposits of economics importance

One anomaly was located on the Murray Creek grid.

The accompanying maps show the areas surveyed and the 

results obtained.
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THE INDUCED POURIZATION METHOD

Induced Polarization surveys have gained widespread acceptance 

in recent years among mining exploration geologists and geophyaicists in 

tho continuing search for mineral deposits* Although Schlumberger re 

cognized polarization effects as early as 1920 it wasn't until the late 

forties that any application of the phenomena was made in North America.

Induced polarization effect* or "over voltage effects11 are 

establinhed whenever current is caused to flow across an interface be 

tween ionic and electronic conducting mediums, as in the case when 

current is passed through a volume of rock which contains metallic min 

erals such as most sulphides, graphite, lAgnetite and certain other 

oxides. Two field techniques have been developed to measure this phen 

omena and are usually referred to as the Transient or D.0*1.P. and the 

Variable Frequency or A.C.I.P. In the transient method a steady current 

is made to flow between current electrodes over a short period of time 

and then abruptly interrupted. The polarization effects are then measured 

over a short interval while the voltages decoy slowly. This is also re 

ferred to as the "Time Domain" method.

During the present survey the second technique was used in which 

sinusoidal current at two low but well separated frequencies (0.31 and 5 ops) 

was passed through the current electrodes and the ground. The impedance of 

a system which can be polarized will vary with frequency and therefore if 

the ground can be polarized the impedances measured will vary with the 

various frequencies used. This "Frequency Effect" can be expressed as

Ri - R2 X 100 where R^ and R2 are the apparent resistivities at the lower
Ri 

and higher frequencies respectively.
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During the preaent survey the Eltran eleotrode array was used 

which is illustrated in the accompanying diagram* In this procedure current 

is applied to the ground at two eleotxodee at a dietanee X apart. The 

potentials are Beaaured at two other points also X feet apart and separated 

by a distance N UMSS I. Measureswnts are aade along a line keeping all 

electrodes in lias at one or wire separations or values of n.

Apparent Reeistivity 
oba feet

a/ 4 ,' is *
' * '

7 T
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Frequency Effect and/or - 
Apparent Metal Pactor

X . Electrode spread 
nX m Eleotrode aeparation

ELTRAN ARRAY SHOVING PLOTTING POSITION

Both the apparent resistivity and frequency effect are measured 

for each change in eleotrode separation. These  eaeureaenta are plotted as 

profiles or contoured sections, witfc the values being plotted at the inter 

section of grid line fro* the centre of the current electrodes and the 

contra of the potential electrodes. The resistivity values ara shown above

the line and the frequency effect and/or *aatal factor* below the line*
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The "Metal Factor" can be defined as FS X 1000 and is often useful in
Ra 

that I.P.  ffacts are emphasized, particularly where concentrated and

conducting aulphides are expected*

The choice of electrode spacing (X) depends on the size of the 

body which can be expected and the depth of penetration desired. Penet 

ration can also be achieved by measuring increasing values of n (l, 2, 3. 

4, 5, and 6) however the tine and expense involved May suggest increased 

values for X as a more practical approach*

Measurements of two or more values of n give a varying penet 

ration and therefore are useful in estiaating changes in Z.P. effects and 

resistivity with depth . The "contoured profiles" should not however be 

considered true sections of the electrical properties of the ground below 

the survey line. ,

Metallic minerals are not the only causes of I.P. effects. JL 

number of possible contributory agents have been established, such as 

some types of clay minerals, however many I.P. anomalies are as yet 

unexplained. The method, nevertheless, can be a valuable exploration 

tool when used in particular applications where its higher costs relative 

to other geophysical methods is justified.



RESULTS

Hurray Croak Grid

Main Grid

No significant anomalous sonoa vara outlined on this 

grid. Tho roaistivitios varied widely, from 200 to 38,000. 

Nonaol background frequency effect readings ranged from O for 

the low roaiativitie* to 2*5 for the high reaiativitioa. Two 

major zone o of low reaiativities were indicated* The east one 

was outlined from 3E to *W, varying between 13N and 35* The 

west zono waa outlined froa 2 IV to 33V* varying between the north 

oxtronitioa of the linea to 7 S* One anoaoloua YZ rending of 6, 0 

was recorded on Line O at 7N on N-3* The validity of thia road- 

inc ia in doubt aa the operator had difficulty in obtaining it, 

pooaibly due to the low reaiativity.
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